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The KLT for artificial and astrophysical transmissions

The possibility to use the KLT as noise filter in order to recover signals of interest (SOI) was first 
proposed by (Biraud 1983) and further explored by (Maccone 1995) in the context for the Search for 
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI). 

More recently the KLT has triggered the interest in the astronomical community, since it has been 
explored for: 

● Cosmic Microwave Background power spectrum estimation (Gjerlow 2015), 
● filtering out of 21 cm fluctuations (Shaw 2014)
● astronomical imaging (Shaw 2013, Lauer 2002)
● cosmological parameter extraction (Pope 2004)
● spectra classification (Connolly 1999)
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Stochastic Processes

Some realizations of a stochastic process 

X ( t, 𝜁 )
Consider a random experiment: 

● 𝜁  outcome of the experiment, defined in 
some probability space 𝛺

● t scalar parameter (e.g time)

Stochastic processes play a key role in many 
branches of science:

● Biology (birth and death of a population)
● Climatology (average temperature in a 

year)
● Economy (stock market trends)
● Astronomy (signals from the sky)
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The Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT)

Let us consider a complex valued stochastic process X(t) t ∈ [0,T] 

𝜁m , cm :         Expansion coefficients (Random variables) 
exp(...) , 𝜙m : Basis functions (Deterministic functions)

Mean of X(t)

The KLT main equations: Fundamental equation
𝜆 : eigenvalues
𝜙 : eigenfunctions 

Autocovariance operator
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The KLT as noise filter

Dominant 
eigenvalues

There is a signal buried in noise!

Only noise...

No particular 
features

Eigenspectrum: eigenvalues sorted in 
decreasing order.

The Eigenspectrum plays a key role for the KLT 
as noise filter!

Only the “dominant” eigenvalues belongs to the 
SOI
                     X(t) = S(t) + N(t)

Most of the time is very hard find the optimal 
number of coefficients N* in order to recover the 
SOI.

Received signal
          SOI

        Noise
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The KLT for Discrete Processes

In real applications, stochastic processes are always discrete (since are finite observations).

We need first to discuss about how to “estimate” R(t,s) and 𝜇(t)...

We have a main conceptual issue:

● Several realizations of the same stochastic process are available 

● Only one realization of the stochastic process is available

This fact severely change the way we can estimate them!

Initial Input

Matrix                           Vector
Multiple realizations                          Single Realization
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Multiple Realizations KLT (MRKLT)

Let’s start with the case when multiple realizations are available. Our input is a MxN matrix: 

We can estimate 𝜇 and R in the following way:

Computed the eigenbasis for the covariance matrix:

Sample mean

Sample covariance matrix
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Multiple Realizations KLT (MRKLT)

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted

Linear Chirp buried in colored noise

For the MRKLT 10000 realizations were 
generated (plots on the right shows a 
random of them)

The eigenspectrum shows clearly a single 
dominant eigenvalue

Extremely good reconstruction considering 
only a term for the expansion despite the 
very low SNR (-20 dB)

Dominant 
eigenvalue
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Multiple Realizations KLT (MRKLT)

An artist impression of the SKA
https://www.phy.cam.ac.uk/research/research-groups/ap/ska

Synthetic FRB denoised with the MRKLT
Number of realizations : 10000

Left: received spectrogram
Right : KLT reconstructed spectrogram

SNR = - 10 dB 

Even considering more elaborated signals, 
MRKLT manage to filter out the noise

Issue: extremely high number of realizations 
which are not available most of the time

There is a potential applicability for array of 
telescopes (not yet explored)
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Single Realization: Toeplitz KLT (TKLT)

Usually, when only one realization is available, the standard approach is to assume that the process is 
wide-sense stationary ( 𝜇(t) = const. , R(t,s) = R(t-s) ). Our input is a N-dimensional vector:

In this way we can estimate 𝜇 and R as: 

The KLT assumes the form:

Extremely successful for sinewaves (Maccone 1995) but not further explored!
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Single Realization: Covariance KLT (CKLT) 

New approach. Based on the idea to “mimic” MRKLT. The starting input is a N-dimensional vector.

Through this sub-vectors we can try to estimate the mean and the covariance matrix as

Division into K 
sub-vectors of length 
W (KLT Window)
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Single Realization: Covariance KLT (CKLT) 

We can then perform the KLT for the sub-vectors:

The reconstructed initial vector X is just the rearrangement of the vectors V:

The idea behind CKLT is that when the SOI possess some periodicity, each sub-vector acts as a 
“realization” for the matrix Σ!
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Single Realization: TKLT vs CKLT

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted

The KLT has in general a major drawback: high 
computation time!

Main issue: computation of the eigen-basis

● TKLT always require a covariance matrix 
of dimension the square of the input 
vector

● CKLT require a covariance matrix of 
dimension the square of the KLT Window 
W 
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Single Realization: TKLT vs CKLT             TKLT                              CKLT

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted

Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) buried in 
colored noise (SNR = -10 dB)

● TKLT eigenspectrum does not show a 
clear break (reconstructed spectrum 
similar to a sum of sinewaves)

● CKLT eigenspectrum possess a single 
dominant eigenvalue (good 
reconstruction)
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Real Data Application: Voyager 1

Credit: NASA JPL

Launched by NASA on September 5, 1977

The spacecraft still communicates with the Deep Space 
Network (almost 42 years of activity!) and it is expected to 
continue until about 2025 when its radioisotope 
thermoelectric generators will no longer supply enough 
electric power to operate its scientific instruments

The Voyager 1 telemetry signals consist in general into a 
bi-phase modulation where the central carrier is emitted by 
the spacecraft a 8415 MHz. This value does not consider the 
Doppler shift due to the relative motion between the 
telescope and Voyager 1. The sub-carrier is, in turn, 
modulated to carry individual phase shifts that are designed 
to represent groups of binary 1s and 0s.
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Real Data Application: Voyager 1

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted

The eigenspectrum shows a peculiar shape: 
one very dominant eigenvalue and a small 
cluster cluster of sub-dominant eigenvalues

The three plots on the right show the KLT 
reconstructed signal considering different 
number of eigenvalues:

● With only one eigenvalue it is not 
possible see the sub-carriers

● We need at least three eigenvalues in 
order to see all the carriers

● Considering all the eigenvalues of the 
cluster (nine) we have the most clean 
spectrum

In general we see a very high gain in power!
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Summary and conclusion 

● MRKLT is extremely successful in reconstructing a SOI even at very low SNR (-20 dB). While this 
method shows promising results, it is not suitable for single-receiver radio-telescopes (array of 
telescopes? )

● Standard KLT for single realization (TKLT) shows good performances only for pure sinewaves
● CKLT shows a more broad applicability (in time and performances) but it has limits as well, but the 

Voyager 1 results is promising!

In general the KLT might be an interesting object for interstellar-telecommunication while for astrophysical 
signals the KLT does not appear as a viable substitute for the standard techniques, since priors of the SOI 
are rarely available!
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Thanks!
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Performance analysis of the CKLT

Contrary to TKLT, CKLT is more suitable for Monte Carlo (MC) simulations thanks to the fact we can 
choose small KLT Windows

Two Monte Carlo analysis:
● Reconstruction
● Detection

Synthetic SOI considered:
● Sinewave
● Linear chirp
● Spectral line
● Periodic transient (pulsar)
● BPSK
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Reconstruction Analysis

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted

Metric used for the MC simulation: mean 
square error (MSE) 

The radar chart shows an “optimal” KLT 
Window (red curve)

Initial input of 10000 samples

Overall performance not influenced by the 
type of SOI considered apart the BPSK case

KLT 
Reconstructed

SOI
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Detection Analysis

The KLT might be used as signal detector as well

Classical Signal Detection Theory can be formulated as a 
binary hypothesis testing problem:

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves are the 
standard way to evaluate detection performance 

The model performance is determined by looking at the 
area under the ROC curve (or AUC). The best possible 
AUC is 1 while the worst is 0.5

Received signal =
Noise (negative)

Noise + Signal (positive)

Source http://www.navan.name/roc/
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Detection Analysis

Four signal detectors considered:

● KLT detector 

● Fast Fourier Transform detector

● Energy detector

● Autocorrelation detector
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Detection Analysis

Trudu et al. 2019, submitted 23

● Sinewave: all the detectors work well at SNRs whitin 
-16 dB, while for very low SNRs only the FFT 
detector does not lose performance power

● Linear chirp: the detector based on the 
autocorrelation  is the most efficient at low SNR, 
and all the four detectors start to perform equally 
from SNR =-5 dB

● Synthetic pulsar: only the energy and 
autocorrelation detectors can discriminate the SOI 
at positive SNR, and none of them can when it is 
negative

● Synthetic spectral line:  no detector is efficient at low 
SNR. Also in this case only the energy and 
autocorrelation detectors begin to detect the SOI 
starting from SNR=-5 dB

● BPSK: analogous results to the sinewave except at 
low SNR where the CKLT performs best


